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It will take strong transformative leadership to motivate boards to incorporate tolerance into
their thinking

The visionary leaders of the UAE exemplify how transformative leadership can foster creativity, innovation and

business excellence, Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister of Tolerance, said on Tuesday.

In his keynote address at the Dubai Global Convention organised by the Institute of Directors, Sheikh Nahyan said in

the UAE, the momentum towards being a tolerant, peaceful and prosperous society has quickened under the

leadership of His Highness the President, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, with the formidable support of His

Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of
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Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan and Navdeep Singh Suri attend the 2018 Dubai Global Convention on Tuesday.
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Dubai, and His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces.

"They are transformative leaders who recognise the potential of our greatly diversified demography and the

obligation to respect human rights for all and to provide opportunities for dignified living for all who live on our

lands," the Minister for Tolerance said.

He said the conference theme, 'Transformative leadership for fostering creativity, innovation, and business

excellence', would have attracted the attention of the nation's founder, the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan. "If

we are seeking an example of transformative leadership, we need not look beyond Sheikh Zayed. When he united the

Emirates as a nation in 1971, we were what the business community now calls 'a startup.' Sheikh Zayed knew that to

succeed, we had to create, innovate and achieve excellence across the board," said Sheikh Nahyan.

Sheikh Nahyan noted that the promotion and pursuit of tolerance as exhibited by Sheikh Zayed is an important board

responsibility. "In the UAE, tolerance is not simply enduring the existence of opinions or behaviours that do not

concur with your own. It is about recognising, respecting and embracing diversity."

While for individuals, an ethos of tolerance has the potential to enhance personal creativity, innovation and

excellence, for corporations, tolerance has analogous benefits, he said.

"When corporations approach their stakeholder relationships with tolerance, good things happen. The emphasis on

concern for the welfare of others ensures that mutually beneficial relationships are established. Sustainability of

both the relationship and the underlying business processes and products improves, as you consider the economic,

environmental and political perspectives of all stakeholders. The willingness to compromise on short-term

profitability in exchange for longer-term profits and benefits to the global society is a mark of corporate tolerance,"

the minister said.

Sheikh Nahyan said given the importance of short-term profitability to corporate senior management, it will take

strong transformative leadership from boards to motivate them to incorporate tolerance into their thinking and their

decision-making processes.

"It is up to you to shape your management reward systems to encourage this type of socially beneficial behaviour. It

is my personal belief, that over the long term, this type of behaviour produces even greater benefits, including profits,

for every stakeholder. Only you, as board members, can lead this type of change," he said. 

- issacjohn@khaleejtimes.com

Issac John

Editorial Director of Khaleej Times, is a well-connected Indian journalist and an economic and financial
commentator. He has been in the UAE's mainstream journalism for 35 years, including 23 years with Khaleej

Times. A post-graduate in English and graduate in economics, he has won over two dozen awards. Acclaimed for his
authentic and insightful analysis of global and regional businesses and economic trends, he is respected for his astute
understanding of the local business scene.
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New business sees renewed
upturn, but only slight. READ
MORE (/BUSINESS/LOCAL/UAE-
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over 5,300 cars in the UAE;
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list-)

Car owners with affected models
will be contacted. READ MORE
(/BUSINESS/AUTO/NISSAN-
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(/business)Cyrus Mistry says
not eying top job at Tata Sons
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He said his decision has been
made in the interests of the Tata
Group. READ MORE
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(/business/local)RTA invites
proposals for Union 71, Deira
Plaza... (/business/local/rta-
invites-proposals-for-union-71-
deira-plaza-projects)

The Union Metro Station is one
of Dubai Metro's busiest
interchange... READ MORE
(/BUSINESS/LOCAL/RTA-
INVITES-PROPOSALS-FOR-
UNION-71-DEIRA-PLAZA-
PROJECTS)
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warns Iran of retaliation,
threatens...
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retaliation-threatens-
sanctions-on-iraq)

The twin threats came as Iran
announced it would no longer
adhere to... READ MORE
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The last outer body piece of the
probe, called Hope, was brought
to... READ MORE
(/NEWS/GENERAL/75-EMIRATI-
ENGINEERS-ARE-GIVING-FINAL-
TOUCHES-TO-MARS-PROBE-AT-
US-VARSITY-)
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(/news/weather)Video: Rain
hits UAE, motorists urged to
drive... (/news/weather/Video-
Rain-hits-UAE-motorists-
urged-to-drive-safely)

Drivers have been advised to
avoid speeding and overtaking
other... READ MORE
(/NEWS/WEATHER/VIDEO-RAIN-
HITS-UAE-MOTORISTS-URGED-
TO-DRIVE-SAFELY)
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(/news/uae-health)Dubai
introduces rules, licence for
lactation... (/news/uae-
health/new-dubai-licence-
rules-announced-for-lactation-
consultants-)

Lactation consultants provide
personalised assistance to
mothers and... READ MORE
(/NEWS/UAE-HEALTH/NEW-
DUBAI-LICENCE-RULES-
ANNOUNCED-FOR-LACTATION-
CONSULTANTS-)
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